Intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) analysis of vertebral bone marrow changes after radiation exposure from diagnostic imaging and interventional procedures.
Background High cumulative radiation dose in cancer patients warrants systemic examination of possible changes in bone marrow. Purpose To assess retrospectively changes in vertebral bone marrow diffusion and perfusion using intravoxel incoherent motion diffusion-weighted imaging (IVIM-DWI) in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients after exposure to radiation from diagnostic imaging and interventional procedures. Material and Methods A total of 21 IVIM-DWI sets in 20 HCC patients, consisting of baseline and follow-up liver magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with an interval less than 100 days, were reviewed after varying levels of radiation exposure from transarterial chemoembolization (TACE), multiphase liver CT, and abdominal radiography. IVIM parameters (apparent diffusion coefficient [ADC], true diffusion coefficient [D], pseudodiffusion coefficient [D*], and perfusion fraction [PF]) of vertebral bone marrow were analyzed for significant differences between baseline and follow-up MRI using Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and for correlations with cumulative effective dose, as well as time interval between last radiation exposure and follow-up MRI using Spearman's correlation. Results Compared to baseline MRI, ADC, D*, and PF significantly decreased on follow-up MRI (ADC: median [interquartile range], 0.405 × 103 mm2/s [0.364-0.477] versus 0.390 [0.348-0.461]; D*: 24.011 [18.141-29.584] versus 20.815 [15.022-28.347]; PF: 10.960% [8.828-12.985] versus 9.125 [8.606-12.803]) ( P < 0.05). There was no significant difference in D ( P = 0.807). Cumulative effective dose was moderately correlated with decrease in D* (r = 0.434). In addition, longer intervals between last exposure and follow-up MRI showed negative correlations with changes in D and ADC (r = -0.352 and -0.333, respectively). Conclusion Vertebral bone marrow diffusion and perfusion parameters were significantly changed after exposure to medical radiation.